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Mday I spoke with Mr. Tom Oliphant, of Carowinds, W
'

* in clarifying our understanding of the Carowinds evacuation. This meno
summarises aNr convcreation. Mr. Oliphant has agreed to review this memo*

| and to ahise as of any important errors. ,

. , . ,

With regard to the time needed to get peo:ple from the park to the parklag ,

lot, Mr. Oliphant estimates 2 to 2% hours would be needed in a peak'

I at*=adance situation. The procedure would be the same one followed eer a'

.

normal closing, which takes between 20 minute a and one hour with a normal ,
"

%3 size crowd. This time estimate does not include time for giving free ,

Z passes for a return visi*.. If the situation allows time for pass distri- ,

D bution, they would sont likely be distributed on the exit roads as people |
'

are driving out, not at the park gate.
O -

i

J:i , The main parking lot and adjacent grassy areas will hold about 5600 cars, J-

the equivalent of four c.nd two-thirds lane hours. Two lanes are normally'~' -
'Jb J.*. used for exiting the lot, so about two hours and twenty minutes would he

required to empty the lot when full.
'O ~'

Two addit'naat lanes may be pressed into service to aborten tt.is time. One
q' leads from the main lot to Carowinds soulevard, intersecting Carovids

,[

.

|

h... - Soulevard at a point about 0.2 mile northwest of the main entrance. The'

other lane is one of the two normally used as the mala entrance. A hair- ?
O pin turn would be required to get onto it directly from the main parking -

lot. If one of these lanes were used as a third exit lane, the time to <-

O clear the parking lot would drop to about one hour and thirty-five minutes. ,g
. _,

|

|
Of course, the time to clear the parking lot depends on the capacity of the
road system outside the park to accomunodate the two, three or four lanes of'

traffic leading from the main parking lot. It appears that the roads could
only ahnte three lanes of traffic, so there would be no point in using
a fourth lane to exit the parking lot. The three lanes away from the park
would be as follows:

1. Northwest on Carowinds Boulevard to NC 49, then*

north on MC 49.

2. Southeast on Carowinds Boulevard to the ramp leading . ,

onto 1-77 northbourv3.

3. Southeast on Carowinds Boulevard to SC 51, then east on

Route 51 to US 521 near Pineville.
|
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In each case the Carowinds traffic would have to share the roads with a moderate
amount of evacuation traffic from the rest of the EPZ.

Since the flow out of the pazking lot will start almost as soon as the Carowinds
staff begins directing people out of the park, it appears that the traffic con-
ge: tion will have dissipated by the time the park itself is completely empty.
(This assenes three lanes of traffic leaving the lot.) The expected time to !

evacuate the park is therefere about two hours. Another fifteen minutes may be
required for the Carowinds staff to leave, and another fifteen minutes for thei

| trip out of the EPE. In total, then, the last person leaving Carowinds would
i cross the EPE bo-dary about two and one-half hours af ter the evacuation order

10 received.

The foregoing estimate makes the important asswption that there will be firm
traffic control on the roads near the parx, so that there is minimal interference ;

between the lanes of traffic. The avecuation time would be longer if, for example,
, cers leaving Carowinds Boulevard 0.2 alle northwest of the main entrance were

permitted to turn left and cut across the other two lanes of exiting traffic to
,

get to 2-77.

Aside from the main parking lot, there are other parking areas to be evacuated.
Exit from the Carowinds caag> ground, the Ocean Island lot, and the Administration
Su11 ding lot are all via Catawba Trace. Its one outbound lane can easily handle-

the cars frem all these areas, which would not exceed 700 vehicles. Howevet,
Cataidna Trace flowe into Carowinds soulevard at a point northwest of both exits -

from the main lot. Therefore, police intervention may be necessu y to allow
traffic from Catand>a Trace to merge with traffic from the main lot headed to
NC 49.

There is also a special parking lot for buses. The maximum number of buses
ct the park is about 300 The buses could leave via the main exit road, Catawba
Trece, or the main entrance road.

In summary, it appears that evacuation of Carowinds on a peak day is a monumental
| task, requiring careful planning and good traf fic control. But the time required
; far the e acuation is well under the three hours and twenty-five minutes required

to evacuate the residential population.
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